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Council disappointed with latest  

VCAT judgement 
 
 
Glen Eira City Council is disappointed that the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal (VCAT) has approved an 
11 storey building for the redevelopment of the Bethlehem Hospital. While Council acknowledges the importance of 
the facility, it considers that the scale of the building is at odds with the character of the area as it will tower above 
the surrounding houses and that it should not have been approved.  
  
The hospital is within the Neighbourhood Residential Zone, being a zone commonly applied throughout Victoria that 
has a mandatory height limit on ‘residential’ developments of two storeys. The planning scheme’s application of the 
mandatory height limit is quite narrow and applies to single dwellings or multi-dwelling developments, but does not 
apply to other developments that are residential in nature; such as a retirement village, or residential aged care 
facility. VCAT categorised the Bethlehem proposal as both these, amongst other things including a hospital. 
  
Glen Eira Mayor Cr Tony Athanasopoulos said that Council has long advocated that this aspect of the residential 
zones be resolved to apply the mandatory height to all buildings regardless of the use.  
 
“A submission was provided at the time the State Government consulted on its Reformed Residential Zone package, 
and more recently, a submission was provided to the Managing Residential Development Advisory Committee.” 
 
“Given the outcome of this decision, Council will continue to advocate for changes to the planning scheme to ensure 
that the scale of development in our local residential areas is protected,” Cr Athanasopoulos said. 
  
In defending its decision to refuse a planning permit, Council was represented at VCAT by a law firm with a specialist 
planning team. The representation also included evidence from urban design and traffic engineering experts and 
sought to persuade the Tribunal that the height of the development was inappropriate for the largely low scale 
residential area. The Tribunal however considered that the benefit of the proposal, by providing a modern hospital 
facility, retirement village, residential aged care facility and supporting services outweighed any impact the height 
would have. Council maintains that the height will have a negative impact on the local community. 
  
While this approval might be seen to open the flood gates for applications of a similar nature in our residential areas, 
Council will consider all applications on their own merit which will include having regard to the prevailing height of 
the area. 
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